
 

  



 

  



 

Abstract 

The thesis is focused on implementation of the IEEE 802.3 10GBASE-R communication 

protocol into development kit Terasic DE5-NET with FPGA Altera Stratix V and on 

demonstration of its functionality via RTL Functional simulation using VHDL Testbench 

run in Mentor ModelSIM. 

 

The text is divided into two sections: 

 The first section summarizes the theoretical background of the protocol's 

implementation - the ISO/OSI model and the IEEE 802.3 Ethernet protocol based 

on this model, specifically its clause 10GBASE-R. It also describes the hardware 

and software resources used for realisation of the project.  

 The second section utilises this theory for creation of a 10GBASE-R PHY RTL design 

and verification suite using HDL languages (VHDL and Verilog) and Altera IP cores. 
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Abstrakt 

Tato práce je zaměřena na implementaci komunikačního protokolu IEEE 802.3 10GBASE-

R do vývojového zařízení s FPGA Altera Stratix V a demonstraci jeho funkčnosti pomocí 

RTL funkční simulace použitím VHDL jazyka, spouštěnou v Mentor ModelSIM. 

 

Text práce je rozdělený na dvě části: 

 První část se věnuje shrnutí potřebné teorie pro implementaci protokolu - ISO/OSI 

model a protokol IEEE 802.3 Ethernet vycházející z tohoto modelu, konkrétně 

standard 10GBASE-R. Také popisuje softvérové a hardvérové prostředky použité 

na realizaci projektu. 

 Druhá část využívá tuto teorii pro vytvoření 10GBASE-R PHY RTL návrhu a 

verifikačního prostředí použitím HDL jazyků (VHDL a Verilog) a IP jádra firmy 

Altera. 
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Introduction 
The objective of this thesis was to implement 10Gb/s Ethernet (10GbE) Physical Layer 

(PHY) on the development kit Terasic DE5-NET with Altera Stratix V GX FPGA. IEEE 

10GBASE-R standard was chosen as an implementation model. 

 

The first goal of the bachelor thesis was a research of available technology and 

resources with recommended implementation practices. Project analysis was done by 

understanding the assigned problem from the lowest perspective – what resources were 

available and how the goal could be achieved most time and resources effectively.  

 

Second goal was utilising the research for design implementation and verification. 

This consisted of configuration and implementation of required IP cores with required 

wrapping code and design verification using VHDL Testbenches run in Mentor ModelSIM. 

 

The writing of Thesis followed this manner: 

 

1. Understanding of OSI/ISO model implemented in Ethernet technology 

2. Getting familiar with IEEE 802.3-2012(2008) standard structure 

3. Reading relevant Altera trainings and documentation of Stratix V GX capabilities and 

structure, mainly its architecture – Embedded Transceivers, PLLs, clock networks, 

and implementation solutions presented by Altera 

4. Getting familiar with Altera Quartus Prime design environment workflow and 

recommended design practices, mainly IPs (Intellectual property) required for PHY 

implementation and their configuration 

5. Learning how to use VHDL and Mentor ModelSIM for RTL verification. This consisted 

of getting familiar with ModelSIM environment and workflow, its interoperability 

with Intel Quartus Prime and Tcl scripting for test automation.  

 

The implementation and verification was done using VHDL and Verilog HDL languages. 

 

All bit sequences in this thesis are presented in little endian, MSB to LSB. 
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1. OSI/ISO MODEL 

Open systems interconnection model / International standard organisation model 

 

“The term Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) defines standards for the exchange of 

information among systems that are „open“ to one another for this purpose by virtue of 

their mutual use of the applicable standards. The fact that a system is open does not imply 

any particular systems implementation, technology or means of interconnection, but refers 

to the mutual recognition and support of the applicable standards” [1] 

 

“The Open Systems Interconnection model (OSI model) is a conceptual model that 

characterizes and standardizes the communication functions of a telecommunication or 

computing system without regard to their underlying internal structure and technology. Its 

goal is the interoperability of diverse communication systems with standard protocols. The 

model partitions a communication system into abstraction layers” [2] 

 

Abstraction layers: OSI/ISO reference model contains 7 abstraction layers. This 

thesis discusses technology implementation based on the lowest layer – Physical layer. This 

layer contain sublayers.  

 

Layer services are capabilities the layer offers to a client in the next higher 

layer/sublayer, building its functions on services it requires from next lower 

layer/sublayer. All layers are bidirectional, which means their function is to control both 

transmission and reception of information from upper and lower layers using appropriate 

protocols. OSI/ISO reference model was defined in 1983 very ambiguously to enable 

various strategies of technology development to comply to this standard even today, 34 

years later (2017). [4] 

1.1. Connection and connection-less mode of network 

communication 

Connection mode means that a semi-permanent connection between entities is established 

before any payload (information for which the connection is established) can be 

transferred. The order of received data is the same as the order sent.  

 

Connection-less mode means that data are divided into blocks and sent through the 

network without established connection. That means the order of received data packets 

does not need to be the same as order sent. For example, packet propagation through 

network pathways with different total propagation times. [4] 
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Figure 1 OSI/ISO reference model with abstraction layers relevant for Ethernet technology [5] 

1.2. Dataflow between layers, data encapsulation 

Data encapsulation/decapsulation denotes layer evaluation of data and adding 

(encapsulation) or removing (decapsulation) of relevant data for lower/upper layers. 

 
Figure 2 Data packet TX/RX routes 

1.3. Physical Layer (PHY) 

PHY is a first and lowest layer in the OSI/ISO reference model. It provides the mechanical, 

functional and procedural means to establish and terminate physical connections between 

data-link-entities. Physical layer entities are interconnected by means of a physical medium 

for example UTP cable, optical fiber cables.  

 

PHY translates received electrical signals from transmission medium (fiber cable, 

copper cable, wireless communication…) into effective information –unstructured parallel 

raw bit stream and sends it to upper layers for further processing (starting with Data Link 

Layer), and vice versa transforms the bit-stream from upper layers into signals according 

to the type of used transmission medium (optical signals, radio signals, electrical signals). 

[1] 
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2.  IEEE STANDARDS FOR 10GB ETHERNET 

(10GBE)  

This section uses nomenclature found in IEEE 802.3-2012 standard. [5] 

 

IEEE 802 denotes a family of standards describing LAN and MAN networks.  IEEE 

802.3 is a standard for Ethernet technology. 10Gb Ethernet defines only full-duplex point-

to-point links.  

 

Using “PHY” as an abbreviation for Physical layer can be very misleading, because 

even in the official IEEE 802.3 standard the term is used with various meanings, on one 

occasion naming the whole layer “PHY”, the other naming only PMD as a PHY. The 

occurrence of this inconsistency will be mentioned. 

2.1. Ethernet technology definition 

Ethernet technology describes a family of implementations of two lowest OSI/ISO 

reference model layers: Physical layer and Data link layer. This document utilises only 

Physical layer, so Data link layer will not further be described. 

 
Figure 3 Ethernet relationship to the OSI/ISO Reference model [5] 
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3. IEEE 802.3 10GBASE-R STANDARD 

3.1. 10GBASE-R definition 

This section describes Ethernet PHY implementing 10GBASE-R standard found in IEEE 

802.3 section 4. [5] Only components implemented in Altera 10GBASE-R PHY are 

discussed. 

The following are the objectives of 10GBASE-R: 

 Support the full duplex Ethernet MAC. 

 Provide 10 Gb/s data rate at the XGMII. 

 Support LAN PMDs operating at 10 Gb/s and WAN PMDs operating at SONET STS-

192c/SDH VC-4-64c rate. 

 Support cable plants using cabled optical fiber compliant with ISO/IEC 11801:1995 

as specified in Clause 52 and Clause 68. 

 Allow for a nominal network extent of up to 40 km. 

 Support a BER objective of 10–12, BER = Bit Error Rate, which represents the ratio of 

the number of bits received in error to the total number of bits received. 

 

 “The term 10GBASE-R refers to a specific family of Physical Layer implementations. 

The 10GBASE-R family of Physical Layer implementations based upon 64B/66B data 

coding method is composed of 10GBASE-SR, 10GBASE-LR, 10GBASE-ER, and 10GBASE-

LRM.” [5] 

 

Each PHY must be implemented to match the technology of used physical media 

(fiber optics/copper over various distances, etc.) – PHY layer is medium-dependent. [5] 

 

The scheme for naming Ethernet standards can be explained on following example:  

10GBASE-R 

10G Defines network communication speed. 

BASE Denotes that signal is transferred in baseband digital signal, implying transmission 

on unfiltered medium in line code. [4], [11] 

-XR Represents transmission medium 

X A variable describing type of used optical transceiver and optical medium 

(cable length range, used wavelength) 

-R Without X defined, represents a family of optical fiber transmission media 

PHY standards  

Table 1 Ethernet Standards labelling 
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4. IEEE 10GBASE-R SUBLAYERS 

This section describes 10GBASE-R Sublayers as defined in [5], section 4. 

 

 
Figure 4 10GBASE-R Sublayers [5] 

4.1. Reconciliation sublayer (RS) 

This sublayer is defined in clause 46 of [5]. 

 

The RS adapts the bit serial protocols of the upper Media Access Control (MAC) 

Layer to the parallel encodings of 10 Gb/s XGMII. It also takes part in Link Fault signalling 

by sending error indication signals to MAC and remote RS (remote means RS located in 

external PHY). 

 

Reconciliation sublayer is required when building a complete PHY layer in 

compliance with 10GBASE-R. It is interfaced to lower sublayer via XGMII, but because a 

XGMII loopback will bypass this sublayer, the implementation of this sublayer is not 

necessary. 

4.2. 10G Media Independent Interface (XGMII) 

This section is based on clause 46 of [5]. 

 

XGMII defines full duplex clock synchronous DDR interface clocked at 156.25 MHz 

±0.01%. XGMII is designed to connect a 10 Gb/s capable MAC to a 10 Gb/s PHY. It 

interfaces the Reconciliation Sub-layer (RS) and the Physical Coding Sublayer (PCS) for 10 

Gb/s operation. 
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4.2.1.  DDR/SDR XGMII:  

Altera 10GBASE-R PHY uses a SDR XGMII variation. 

 

DDR XGMII (RX/TX) SDR XGMII (RX/TX) 

32 Data signals TXD<31:0>, RXD<31:0>, 

divided into 4 lanes by 8 bits 

64 Data signals TXD<61:0>, RXD<61:0>, 

divided into 8 lanes by 8 bits 

4 Transmission control signals, 1 control 

bit for each lane 

TXC<3:0>, RXC<3:0> 

 

8 Transmission control signals, 1 control 

bit for each lane 

TXC<7:0>, RXC<7:0> 

 

Clock signal@156.25MHz 

 

Clock signal@156.25MHz, bus sampled on 

either rising or falling edge (not both). 

Altera XGMII is sampled on every rising 

edge [19] 

Table 2 XGMII Interface Description 

 

Double Data Rate (DDR), implies that data are sampled on both rising and falling 

edges of the reference clock. Single Data Rate (SDR), implies that data are sampled 

(processed) on either rising or falling edge of the reference clock.  

 

Setting Control bit high indicates that corresponding Data Lane is transferring a 

Control character, if set low, indicates transmission of payload. 

 

Control bit<7>, Data lane<7>… Control bit<0>, Data lane<0> 

Figure 5 SDR XGMII 72bit vector structure (MSB to LSB) [19] 

4.2.2.  XGMII Data stream characters 

XGMII Control characters are 8-bit symbols (aligned to Data Lane) used to transfer control 

information such as frame boundaries and error indication from/to PCS and lower 

sublayers. Transmission of Control character is indicated by setting the Data Lane Control 

bit HIGH. [5] 

 Idle 

character 

Terminate 

Character 

Start 

Character 

Sequence 

character 

TX/RX 

Error 

Propagation 

Character 

Preamble, 

TXC = 0 

Start of frame 

delimiter(SFD), 

TXC= 0 

BIN 00000111 11111101 11111101 10011100 11111110 01010101 11010101 

HEX 07 FD FB 9C FE 55 D5 

Table 3 XGMII Characters 
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4.2.3.  XGMII Data stream 

XGMII Data stream sequence consists of several transmission periods: 

 
Table 4 XGMII Valid Data Stream Sequence[5] 

 

 <inter-frame> period 

Inter-Frame period an interval during which no frame data activity occurs. It begins with 

the Terminate control character, continues with Idle control characters and ends with the 

Idle control character prior to a Start control character aligned on lane 0. 

 

 <preamble> and Start of Frame Delimiter <sfd> 

Follows Inter-Frame period and consists of Start Control Character aligned on Lane 0, 6x 

Preamble character with TXC=0, and ends with Start of frame delimiter <sfd>. It requires 

exactly one XGMII transfer (8 characters into 8 lanes). 

 

 <data> 

The transmission of Data payload is indicated by setting the Data Lane control bit to 0. 

 

 <efd> End of Frame Delimiter 

Indicates end of payload transmission. It is indicated by Terminate Control character. If the 

Terminate Control character is not on Lane 7, the remaining lanes in XGMII transfer have to 

be filled with Idle Control Character. 

 

 Error Block, EBLOCK_x (R or T) 

Transmitted by RX and TX State Machines to indicate that Valid XGMII Data Stream Sequence 

was not followed. See 4.3.3 PCS TX and RX State Machines. 

 
Error Block, EBLOCK_x (R or T) 

BIN 111111110111111110111111110111111110 

111111110111111110111111110111111110 

HEX FF7FBFDFEFF7FBFDFE 

Table 5 Error Block Bit Sequence 
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 Remote Fault and Local Fault signalling, <ordered_set>, Sequence Character  

“Link fault signaling operates between the remote RS and the local RS. Faults detected 

between the remote RS and the local RS are received by the local RS as Local Fault. Only an 

RS originates Remote Fault signals.  

 

Sublayers within the PHY are capable of detecting faults that render a link unreliable 

for communication. Upon recognition of a fault condition a PHY sublayer indicates Local 

Fault status to the Local RS. When this Local Fault status reaches an RS, the RS stops 

sending MAC data, and continuously generates a Remote Fault status on the transmit data 

path (possibly truncating a MAC frame being transmitted). When Remote Fault status is 

received by an RS, the RS stops sending MAC data, and continuously generates Idle control 

characters. When the RS no longer receives fault status messages, it returns to normal 

operation, sending MAC data. Status is signaled in a four byte Sequence ordered_set as 

shown in Table 6. The PHY indicates Local Fault with a Sequence control character in lane 0 

and data characters of 0x00 in lanes 1 and 2 plus a data character of 0x01 in lane 3. The RS 

indicates a Remote Fault with a Sequence control character in lane 0 and data characters of 

0x00 in lanes 1 and 2 plus a data character of 0x02 in lane 3. Though most fault detection is 

on the receive data path of a PHY, in some specific sublayers, faults can be detected on the 

transmit side of the PHY. This is also indicated by the PHY with a Local Fault status.” [5] 

 

 This excerpt can be simplified thusly: 

1.  PHY sublayers are able to detect Local Fault(Fault on local PHY sublayers) and 

report to Local Reconcilliation Sublayer (RS) 

2.  Local RS upon reception of Local Fault <ordered_set> stops MAC frame 

transmission and will be sending Remote Fault <ordered_set> to Remote RS 

until reception of Local fault<ordered_set> stops. Then a normal MAC frame 

transmission will continue. 

 

 Local Fault, two <ordered_set> sequences 

BIN 000000001000000000000000000110011100 

000000001000000000000000000110011100 

HEX 00800019C00800019C 

Table 6 Local Fault Bit Sequence 
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4.3. Physical Coding Sublayer (PCS) for 64B/66B 

encoding, 10GBASE-R 

This section takes information from clause 49 of [5]. 

 

The PCS block performs digital processing logic between the PMA (see 4.4) and the 

FPGA core. The term 10GBASE-R is used when referring generally to Physical Layers using 

the PCS with 64B/66B encoding.  

4.3.1.  Services provided by 64B/66B PCS: 

 Encoding (decoding) of eight XGMII data octets (8bits) to (from) 66-bit blocks (64B/66B 

encoding). 

 Transferring encoded data to (from) the PMA in 16-bit transfers. 

 Determining when a functional link has been established and informing the management 

entity via the MDIO when the PHY is ready for use. 

 The PCS shields the Reconciliation Sublayer (and MAC) from the specific nature of the 

underlying channel. 

 The PCS contains the functions to encode data bits for transmission via the PMA and to 

decode the received signal from the PMA for upper layers (to XGMII interface). 

 Contains RX and TX State machines (SM) as defined in IEEE 802.3 Figure 49-14 and 

Figure 49-15. 

 

 
Figure 6 TX PCS Block Diagram 

 

 
Figure 7 RX PCS Block Diagram 

4.3.2.  64B/66B transmission code  

64B/66B coding is used by PCS to improve the transmission characteristics of information 

to be transferred across the link and to support transmission of control and data 

characters. The encodings defined by the transmission code ensure that sufficient 

transitions are present in the PHY bit stream to make clock recovery possible at the 

receiver. The encoding also preserves the likelihood of detecting any single or multiple bit 

errors that may occur during transmission and reception of information. In addition, the 

XGMII TX
64B/66B 
Encoding 

and TX SM
Scrambler

TX 
Gearbox

PMA

PMARX Gearbox
Block 

Synchronizer
Descrambler

64B/66B 
Decoding 

with TX SM 
and BER 
Monitor

XGMII RX
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synchronization headers of the code enable the receiver to achieve block alignment on the 

incoming PHY bit stream. The 64B/66B transmission code specified for use in this standard 

has a high transition density and is a run-length-limited code. [5] 

 

The PCS maps XGMII data into 66-bit blocks (and vice versa), using a 64B/66B 

coding scheme. The synchronization headers of the blocks allow establishment of block 

boundaries by the PCS Synchronization process. Blocks are unobservable and have no 

meaning outside the PCS. The 66-bit encoded data contains two overhead sync header bits 

that the receiver PCS uses for block synchronization and bit-error rate (BER) monitoring. 

The 64B/66B encoding also ensures enough transitions on the serial data stream for the 

clock data recovery (CDR) in RX to maintain its lock on the incoming data. [5] 

 

“Run-length limited (RLL) signal coding is used because if the code runs are too 

long, clock recovery is difficult — if they are too short, the high frequencies might be 

attenuated by the communications channel. This mechanism ensures that the boundaries 

between bits can always be accurately found” [17] 

 

4.3.3. PCS TX and RX State Machines  

 

 
Figure 8 XGMII Valid Data Stream Sequence[5] 

“Frame” in this context means next XGMII Transfer (72-bit vector) to be transmitted (TX) 

or received (RX). 

 

The State Machines from Figure 9 RX PCS State Diagram [5]and Figure 10 TX PCS 

State Diagram[5] check validity of TX and RX Stream transfers. Steps presented can be 

applied to both TX and RX route. TX route receives the data from RS, RX route from PMA. 

The information from both TX and RX State diagrams can be simplified to these steps: 

1. After reset, send XGMII Transfer to PMA (TX) or RS (RX) 2 Local Fault <ordered_sets>. 

Check if next frame is <sfd> or contains only Idle characters(C), if not, move to Error 

State (TX_E/RX_E) 

2. <sfd> check if the next frame is <data> or <eof> if not, move to Error State 

3. <data>: check if the next frame is <data> or <eof> if not, move to Error State 

4. <eof>: check if the next frame contains only Idle characters(C) or <sfd> if not, move to 

Error State 

5. Error State, send Error Block (EBLOCK_x) and expect that next XGMII Transfer will be 

either: consisting of only Idle characters(C), <payload> or <eof>, otherwise keep 

sending EBLOCK_x. 
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Figure 9 RX PCS State Diagram [5] 

 

 
Figure 10 TX PCS State Diagram[5] 
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4.3.4.  Scrambling 

Scrambling by algorithm is an essential part of PHY Layer. It scrambles data by applying 

following polynomial to the signal: 

G(x) = 1 + x39 + x58 

 

It is used to reduce the effects of electromagnetic interference between channels by 

eliminating long strings of consecutive identical transmitted symbols and avoid the 

presence of spectral lines in the signal spectrum without changing the signalling rate. A 

self-synchronous scrambler is one in which the current state of the scrambler is the prior n 

bits of the scrambled output. Therefore, the descrambler can acquire the correct state 

directly from the received stream. 10GBASE-R uses self-synchronizing scrambler (TX) and 

descrambler (RX). Payload is (de)scrambled without two synchronisation header bits; 

these bypass the scrambler and are used in RX for Block synchronisation. [5] 

4.3.5.  Block Synchronizer 

Block Synchronizer in the RX PCS determines when the receiver has obtained lock to 

the received data stream. It implements the lock state diagram shown in Figure 49-12 of 

the IEEE 802.3-2008 specification. The block synchronizer provides a status signal to 

indicate whether it has achieved block synchronization or not.  

 

State diagram can be simplified as follows: After 64 valid consecutive RX XGMII 

Transfers (with 2-bit Synchronization headers intact), declare that PCS is locked to RX 

Blocks (block_lock = true) and continue testing. If after successful lock 16 out of 64 

consecutive XGMII Transfers are invalid, declare that PCS has lost synchronization (bit 

SLIP), set block_lock = false and restart testing. [5] 

4.3.6. Bit Error Rate (BER) Monitor 

The BER monitor provides a status signal to the MAC whenever the link BER threshold is 

violated. The 10GBASE-R core provide a status flag to indicate a high BER whenever 16 

synchronization header errors are received within a 125μs window. [5] 

4.3.7. Gear Box 

Gear Box adapts between the 66-bit width of the blocks and the 16-bit width of the PMA 

interface. [19] 
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4.4. Serial Physical Medium Attachment (PMA) 

This section takes information from [5], clause 51. PMA provides a medium-independent 

means for the PCS to support the use of a range of physical media. The 10GBASE-R PMA 

performs the following functions: 

4.4.1.  TX PMA 

TX PMA performs the following functions: 

 Provides transmit source clock to PMA client. 

 Serialization of 16-bit data to serial bit stream. 

 Transmission of serial data to PMD 

4.4.2.  RX PMA 

RX PMA performs the following functions: 

 Bit clock recovery of serial data from PMD. 

 Provides receive clock to PMA client (PCS). 

 Deserialization of serial data to 16-bit parallel data. 

 Transmission of parallel data to PMA client (PCS). 

 Provides link status information. [5] 

 

4.5. Physical Medium Dependent (PMD) 

This section takes information from [5], clause 52. 10GBASE-S implies a short wavelength 

(850nm) serial PMD. PMD is responsible for interfacing to transmission medium from PMA. 

In case of 10GBASE-R a standardised two-wire differential serial data signal is used. In RTL 

design, this is represented by single signal. This interface is implemented into SFP+ 

module. 

 
Figure 11 SFP+ Optical module 
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5. TERASIC DE5-NET DEVELOPMENT KIT 

 
Figure 12 Terasic DE5-NET Development board equipped with Altera Stratix V GX FPGA [14] 

 

Device Name Altera Stratix V GX 5SGXEA7N2F45C2 

10G Interfaces 4 SFP+ Cages (connectors) 

Clock sources  50MHz oscillator 

 Si570 Oscillator with Programmable 

PLL (via I2C interface), providing. 

322.265625 MHz clock for 10G FPGA 

transceiver 

 CDCM61004 with Programmable PLL 

(via I2C interface), providing 120MHz 

clock for reset controller 

Table 7 Terasic DE5-NET used features 

 

Terasic DE5-NET is fully equipped for implementation of various Ethernet technologies of 

data rates up to 10Gb/s. This is supported by compliance with electrical interface constraints 

set by IEEE 802.3 standard and SFP+, SFF-8431 standard. DE5-NET can be implemented as 

a PCIe card or can run independently using external power supply. [14] 
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6.  ALTERA STRATIX V GX 5SGXEA7N2F45C2 

 
Figure 13 Altera Stratix V GX Connections with Terasic DE5-NET features and Resource Count Table 

[14] 

 

Stratix V GX provides embedded transceivers supporting transmission rate up to 14.1Gbps. 

These transceivers are fully configurable to comply with various standards.  

 

This section will describe the features of Stratix V used to implement 10GBASE-R: 

 Embedded Transceivers (XCVRs),  

 PLLs, 

 Clock network and Bonded Configurations types. 

6.1. Phase Locked Loop (PLL)  

“PLL is a feedback control system that automatically adjusts the phase of a locally 

generated signal to match the phase of an input signal. PLLs operate by producing an 

oscillator frequency to match the frequency of an input signal. In this locked condition, any 

slight change in the input signal first appears as a change in phase between the input signal 

and the PLL oscillator frequency. This phase shift then acts as an error signal to change the 

frequency of the local PLL oscillator to match the input signal. The locking-onto-a-phase 

relationship between the input signal and the local PLL oscillator accounts for the name 

phase-locked loop. PLLs are often used in high-speed communication applications” [13] 

 

PLLs in Transceivers are used to derive the internal clock network source from 

external clock source. This is utilised to ensure that internal Transceiver clock network 

comply with specified jitter tolerances. [18] 

ALMs (Adaptive Logic Modules) 234720 

Total RAM Blocks 2560 

Total HSSI 10G RX PCSs 48 

Total HSSI PMA RX Deserializers 48 

Total HSSI 10G TX PCSs 48 

Total HSSI PMA TX Serializers 48 

Total PLLs 92 

Total Pins 1064 

Total block memory bits 52428800 

Total Fractional PLLs 28 

Transceiver count 48 
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6.1.1.  Stratix V GX PLL types 

There are two main types of PLLs in Stratix V: Transceiver PLLs and Fractional PLLs located 

in FPGA fabric. [18] 

 

 Fractional PLL(fPLL) 

fPLLs can function as fractional PLLs or integer PLLs. That means that output frequency is 

derived from input frequency and multiplied by given factor (fraction or integer). 

Maximum data-rate, that clock from this PLL can drive is 3.125 Gbps(depending on 

particular device speed grade).  

 

 Channel PLL 

Each Transceiver channel contains one Channel PLL that can be configured as either RX 

CDR (Clock Data Recovery) or TX CMU (Clock Management Unit) PLL. If a Channel PLL is 

configured as CMU PLL, then the channel can be used for Transmission only and CDR have 

to be instantiated from another Channel PLL for RX operation 

 

 Auxiliary Transmit (ATX) PLL 

As the name implies, these PLLs are meant to be complementary to Channel PLLs. ATX 

PLLs are used for generating high speed transmit clocks. They are located between 

transceivers and FPGA Fabric, have lower jitter than CMU PLLs but more limited frequency 

range. Using of ATX PLL does not consume Channel PLL and can be used to drive several TX 

Paths of XCVRs (the exact count is dependent of used Stratix V GX variation). 

 

 Clock Management Unit (CMU) PLL 

CMU PLL is a configuration of Channel PLL, other being CDR PLL. Using this configuration 

implies that particular transceiver cannot be used as a receiver. 

 

 RX Receiver Clock Data Recovery(CDR) Unit PLL 

This PLL is used for Clock recovery from received data. Have to be “trained” by input 

reference clock in lock-to-reference (LTR) mode. After lock is acquired, CDR automatically 

switches into Lock-to-Data(LTD) mode, recovering clock from incoming data. 
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6.2. Clock networks 

This section takes information from [15]. 

6.2.1.  FPGA Fabric Clock Networks 

Fabric clock networks are divided from the FPGA physical regions they can drive, each one 

has different characteristics, will not be discussed. 

 

 GCLK = Global Clock network – whole fabric 

 RCLK = Regional Clock network – quadrant 

 PCLK = Periphery Clock network – vertical and horizontal 

 

“In Stratix V devices, clock input pins, PLL outputs, high-speed serial interface 

(HSSI) outputs, DPA outputs, and internal logic can drive the GCLK, RCLK, and PCLK 

networks.”[15]  

6.2.2.  Transceiver Clock Networks, Bonded Configurations 

There are several types of Transceiver Clock Networks and configurations capable of 

saving resources when several Transceiver Channels are instantiated. This is done by 

putting the Transceivers into groups and implementing Bonded Transceiver 

Configurations, which enable sharing resources between Transceivers, e.g. driving of 

multiple Transceiver channels from single PLL. 10GBASE-R is Non-Bonded Configuration 

only, using X-1 type Clock network, so this will not be further discussed.  

6.2.3.  Transceiver Clock Dividers 

These modules are used to derive High Speed serial clock for PMA(Serial) and Low Speed 

parallel clock for PCS operation. Clock dividers are driven by TX PLL either from the 

Channel PLL or from other TX PLL connected to x1 Clock Network.  

6.3. Transceivers (XCVRs) 

This is an implementation of 10GBASE-R model from IEEE 10GBASE-R SUBLAYERSIEEE 

10GBASE-R SUBLAYERS. This section will serve as an extension of the information already 

presented. 

 

Transceiver is a portmanteau of words Transmitter and Receiver. Altera Stratix V 

GX, GX type transceivers are embedded as Hard IP on the edges of the FPGA fabric, consist 

of two blocks, PCS and PMA, and are driven by dedicated high-speed clock networks. It 

supports transmit rates up to 14.1 Gb/s.  
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The transceivers are isolated from the rest of the chip to prevent core and I/O noise 

from coupling into the transceivers, thereby ensuring optimal signal integrity. There are 

several types of PCS IPs, each supporting implementation of different protocols. [18] 

 
Figure 14 Block diagram of Altera Stratix V GX transceiver datapath [18] 

 
Figure 15 GX type XCVR (10BASE-R configuration) block diagram with clocks and PLLs [18] 

6.3.1.  Transceiver Clocking 

Transceiver input reference clock frequency: 322.265625MHz 

 

10GBASE-R configuration uses three clocks derived from Input reference Clock: 

 RX/TX XGMII clock supplied by single Fractional PLL(fPLL) configured to fraction of 

8/33, complying to IEEE 802.3, [5]  - 156.25MHz 

 Internal Parallel PCS clock and Internal PMA clock provided by ATX PLL 

 Serializer requires Serial clock provided by Clock divider matching 10.3125Gbps serial 

data-rate [18] 
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Figure 16 10GBASE-R Transceiver clocking scheme [18] 

 

 

6.3.2.  10G PCS 

Stratix V GX channel has three possible PCS types, designed to comply to various protocols. 

10GBASE-R uses 10G PCS. PCS also contain TX/RX FIFOs, used to interface data stream to 

XGMII clock domain. [18] 

6.3.3.  PMA 

RX PMA consists of two modules: Channel PLL configured as a CDR (Clock and Data 

Recovery) PLL and a Deserializer, which interfaces serial data into PCS parallel data 

domain. [18] 
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7.  10GBASE-R PHY HDL RTL DESIGN 

This chapter will focus on defining and illustrating the technology used in implementation 

of 10GBASE-R into Altera Stratix V GX. 

 

For better readability, source codes and signals are not included into the thesis. 

Code with commentary is available on the attached CD in folder “Source Codes”.  

 

Block diagram containing basic building blocks required to implement 10GBASE-R 

PHY with used interfaces is presented as Appendix D. As well as RTL schemes - Top scheme 

as Appendix A, Reset Sequence Appendix B and Wrapper as Appendix C. Following section 

will describe the relationship between main blocks, I/O ports and interconnecting signals.  

 

Implementation of the design is done on RTL level, timing requirements are not 

taken into consideration. Design follows Altera design guidelines presented in [22] e.g. 

Synchronous and Hierarchical design.  

 

This design was made afterthorough research of Altera and IEEE 802.3 

documentation [5], [9],[15], [18]. 

 

Intel Quartus Prime 16.1 Standard Edition provided with the FPGA was used as an 

Electronic Design Automation (EDA) software. It integrates all Intel FPGA design needs into 

seamless package. Instantiation of IP cores and their configuration was done using IP 

catalog and Megawizard UI provided with Quartus Prime. 

 

Terms “Control Unit” and “Avalon-MM Translator” are not defined in official Altera 

documentation. These terms are only used to facilitate easier description of concepts. 
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7.1. Basic design components 

Successful implementation of 10GBASE-R PHY requires instantiation and configuration of 

these components: 

 10GBASE-R PHY IP with required PLLs and logic resources 

 Reset Sequence State Machine 

 Transceiver Dynamic Reconfiguration Controller IP 

 

10GBASE-R PHY IP contains code for instantiation and configuration of embedded 

transceivers with embedded (soft IP) reset controller and required PLLs from which 

internal clocks are derived. These blocks are managed by Avalon-MM Management 

interface, instantiated with the PHY. 

 

Reset Sequence State Machine is an implementation of Altera recommended power-

on and device-operation Transceiver reset sequences.  

 

Transceiver Dynamic Reconfiguration IP: The name of this IP points to another 

feature of embedded transceivers – Dynamic reconfiguration. Even though this 

functionality is not utilised, this IP core contains PLL Calibration functions needed for 

successful initial PLL calibration. [15] 

7.2. Hard vs Soft IP core (FPGA) 

Hard IP (Intellectual Property) core is an integrated circuit implemented on the 

same die as an FPGA fabric. By the nature of their low-level representation, they offer 

better predictability of chip performance in terms of timing performance and area. 

Additionally, usage of Hard IP saves FPGA fabric resources. [19] 

Soft IP core can be delivered as a Synthesizable RTL code or Gate level netlist. [12] 

 

IP cores used for implementation are verified by Altera and are provided with 

simulation models that can be integrated into user Testbench. 

7.3. Avalon Memory Mapped (Avalon-MM) interface  

Avalon is an effort by to standardise commonly used interfaces. It is defined in [8]. 

 

Avalon-MM interface is based on Master/Slave model using memory-mapped I/O. 

[10]: “Master/slave is a model of communication where one device or process has 

unidirectional control over one or more other devices. In some systems a master is selected 

from a group of eligible devices, with the other devices acting in the role of slaves.” [20] 
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Communication between Master and Slave is done by writing and reading from 

registers. Master device has access to Slave device’s registers, but not vice versa. The 

process of communication is fully synchronous. [8] 

 

Implementing Avalon-MM requires implementation of Control and Status registers 

and “Translator” logic, which monitors the “Control” registers, executing predefined 

procedures and writing to “Status” registers, reporting status of monitored device. 

 

Avalon-MM Slave interface is integrated into Altera 10GBASE-R IP Core and 

Dynamic Reconfiguration Controller IP Core, used as a management interface, managing 

resets. However, the direct access to registers, using separate available 

signals(*_mgmt_addr[8:0]…), is not utilised. 

 

This interface consists of: 

 Input clock, rated @125MHz, generated from external PLL 

 Reset signal, in this implementation sourced from Reset State Machine 

 Slave variation, provides access to device Control and Status registers 

 Master variation manages write/read operations to Control and Status registers 

Conduit signal incorporates these signals into single vector. 

7.3.1. Avalon-MM integrated into Conduit 

This interface serves as a communication channel between Transceiver Reconfiguration IP 

core as a Master interface and 10GBASE-R PHY IP Core as a Slave interface. This enables 

simple access to 10GBASE-R reconfiguration and calibration registers. There are certain 

procedures that have to be followed in order to perform PHY reconfiguration. These are 

integrated into the Reconfiguration IP core and can be invoked by writing to its Slave 

interface. [19] In RTL simulation, this vector is not fully initialized – not all signals are 

utilised, see [25]. 

 

7.4. 10GBASE-R PHY IP CORE 

10GBASE-R PHY IP Core consists of two segments:  

 IP control unit, consisting of Embedded reset controller and Avalon-MM Management 

interface with Control and Status Registers 

 10G PCS and Serial PMA with necessary PLLs, Clock networks and Avalon-MM 

Management interface 
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10GBASE-R PHY IP Core utilises several interfaces: 

 Avalon-MM Slave Interface with Clock Source(125MHz) and Reset for Control Unit 

controlled by  Reset Sequence State Machine 

 Avalon-MM Slave Interface Conduit, controlled by Transceiver Reconfiguration IP 

Core 

 High Speed Serial Interface(HSSI) interfacing SFP+ with FPGA 

 XGMII Interface used to interface to higher layers 

 PLL Reference clock, 322.265625MHz 

 PHY and PLL Status signals, these need to be monitored, in case that the device needs 

to be reset 

7.4.1. Embedded reset controller and PHY status signals 

Embedded Reset controller contains all functions needed for PHY channel (TX and RX) 

reset. It ensures reliable transceiver link initialization. [19] 

 

Signals tx_ready and rx_ready are exported into Reset Sequence State Machine, low 

on these signals indicate that path needs to be reset e.g. in case of PLL lock loss. 

 

7.4.2. 10GBASE-R PLLs 

As stated in Phase Locked Loop (PLL), 10GBASE-R PHY require instantiation of several PLLs: 

 ATX PLL used as a TX PLL, to save Channel PLL resources 

 Channel PLL configured as a CDR PLL to enable RX operation 

 fPLL to derive XGMII RX and TX Clock 156.25MHz 

7.4.3. 10GBASE-R PHY IP Configuration 

MegaWizard GUI enables configuration of IP features. PHY was configured as follows: 

Reference Clock frequency  322.265625MHz 

PCS/PMA Width 32 

Mode of operation Duplex 

PLL Type ATX 

Enable additional control and status 

pins 

On(rx_block_lock, rx_hi_ber) 

Enable embedded reset control On 

Enable pll_locked status port On 

Table 8 10GBASE-R PHY IP Configuration 
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7.5. Transceiver Dynamic Reconfiguration IP Core 

The name of this IP can be very misleading. Transceiver dynamic reconfiguration is a 

transceiver functionality enabling changing of transceiver configuration during device 

operation without need for device power re-cycling. This IP core serves as a control unit of 

this functionality but also for control of PLL initial calibration. 

Dynamic reconfiguration IP is instantiated with Avalon-MM Control unit, comprising 

Embedded Reset Controller, Control and Status registers and Avalon-MM Translator unit. 

Embedded Reset controller monitors the status of the IP and if needed, performs a reset. 

[19] 

7.5.1. Reconfiguration IP Core interfaces 

 Avalon-MM Clock is sourced from the same signal used by 10GBASE-R PHY, 125MHz.  

 Avalon-MM Reset is controlled by Reset Sequence State Machine. 

 Avalon-MM Slave interface is used to access IP’s internal registers, it is not required for 

this implementation to utilise this functionality. 

 

All interaction between Dynamic reconfiguration IP and 10GBASE-R PHY IP is done 

without user input via Avalon-MM Master-Slave interface embedded into conduit signal. 

Conduit signal groups several signals into one vector, to facilitate easier signal 

manipulation when instantiating IP cores in Verilog or VHDL. It is not expected that user 

will want to manipulate these signals individually. [19] 

7.5.2. Transceiver Dynamic Reconfiguration features 

 Calibration Functions, required for successful PLL initialization.  

o  PLL Offset cancellation  

o  ATX PLL calibration 

 Analog Features 

o  On-chip signal quality monitoring 

o  Decision feedback equalization (DFE) 

o  Adaptive equalization 

 Loopback modes 

 Pre and Post-CDR reverse serial loopback  

 PLL reconfiguration, enabling switching between source clocks for PLLs and switching 

between used PLLs. 

 Transceiver Channel/PLL Reconfiguration, enabling reconfiguration of Transceiver and 

PLL features. 

 

Dynamic reconfiguration IP is instantiated with Transceiver Calibration functions 

enabled only.  
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7.6. Reset Sequence State Machine 

This block implements recommended Transceiver Reset Guidelines presented in [18] 

consists of: 

 Frequency divider (Divide-by-2 Toggle Flip-flop) sourced from Avalon-MM 125MHz. 

Source clock to state machine is an output from frequency divider, this can be omitted by 

creating a frequency divider via assignment defined in [21]. 

 Reset Sequence State Machine, monitoring PHY tx_ready and rx_ready status signals and 

Global Reset signal. 

 Resets to PHY and Transceiver Reconfiguration IP, synchronised with cascaded registers 

to lower the probability of metastability 

 Signal reporting that Transceiver is out of reset 

 
Figure 17 Reset Sequence State Machine 

 

Names of the output signals in the state machine are aliases to actual signal names, 

to make the diagram more readable, following table shows the actual signal names. 

Alias Signal Name 

phy_reset rstSeq_phy_mgmt_rst_out 

reconfig_reset rstSeq_reconfig_mgmt_rst_out 

reset_done rstSeq_reset_done 

Table 9 Reset state machine output signals 
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The state machine presented in Figure 17 follows these steps: 

 ST_0: On device powerup or after Global Reset, hold both PHY IP and Transceiver 

Reconfiguration IP in reset for 2 mgmt_clk clocks (one SM input clock period). 

 ST_1: Deassert both resets to start PLL calibration. 

 ST_2: Wait until both TX and RX paths are reset (grouped into signal s_xcvr_ready), then 

declare signal rstSeq_reset_done = ‘1’ if calibration is successful. Monitor tx_ready and 

rx_ready. If any of these signals are deasserted, go to ST_3. 

 ST_3 - declare rstSeq_reset_done = ‘0’, put PHY IP into reset by asserting its Reset input 

for 2 mgmt_clk periods (one SM period) and go to ST_1. 

 

 
Figure 18 Reset Sequence Timing diagram of Embedded reset controller [18] 

 

Figure 18 taken from [18] has been a source of a lot confusion, because it illustrates 

that PHY will come out of reset only after several mgmt_clk periods - that means in range of 

nanoseconds. This was proven not true, PHY is ready to operate only after approx. 22µs. 

Many time-consuming, unsuccessful experiments were done prior to discovery of this 

information. 

 

7.7. Terasic SystemBuilder 

Terasic SystemBuilder is a Windows application used for generating custom Altera project 

files for Terasic DE5-NET development kit. This software generates Altera project with pre-

defined pin assignments with node names and I/O voltages according to user-selected 

components. SystemBuilder also generates Verilog HDL logic files for controlling external 

programmable oscillators by implementing I2C standard interface into FPGA fabric. These 

features are fully configurable via GUI, see Figure 19. 
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Next section will only discuss those generated files which were modified to match 

the implementation. Logic controlling external programmable oscillators will be noted but 

not discussed. 

 
Figure 19 Terasic SystemBuilder – Quartus project generator GUI 

 

7.8. Terasic SystemBuilder-generated Altera project 

Generated project instantiates: 

 50MHz Oscillator OSC_50_B3B 

 PLL reference clock 322.265MHz sourced from on-board PLL Si570 

 Avalon-MM Management Interface Clock 125MHz sourced from on-board PLL 

CDCM61001 

 Status LEDs 

 Buttons for external reset 

 SFP+ full duplex HSSI interface 

 

Following Verilog files contain logic controlling external PLLs(I2C Controllers) were also 

generated by Terasic SystemBuilder: 

 clock_divider.v 

 edge_detector.v 

 EXT_PLL_CTRL.v 

 i2c_bus_controller.v 

 i2c_controller.v 

 i2c_reg_controller.v 

 initial_config.v 

 si570_controller.v 
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7.9. Altera Generated IP cores 

Altera IP Cores generated from IP catalog are contained in these files: 

 <ip_name>.vhd contains top VHDL file. This can be easily instantiated into user code 

 <ip_name> folder contains IP core files written in Verilog/SystemVerilog 

 <ip_name>_sim folder contains RTL simulation models for several simulation 

platforms 

7.10. Design folder structure 

 <topTerasicDE5Net> 

o Project file topTerasicDE5Net.qpf and project specification files 

o topTerasicDE5Net.v Top design entity 

o VHDL/Verilog component files 

o <IP10GBASERPHY> and <IP10GBASERPHY_sim> containing 10GBASE-R PHY IP 

Core and simulation files 

o <IPXCVRReconfigController> and <IPXCVRReconfigController_sim> 

containing Reconfiguration IP core and simulation files 

7.11. Top design entity topTerasicDE5NET.v 

This is “Golden Top”, designed by Terasic for this development kit, containing all required 

pin assignments with node names and instantiation of required external PLL logic. It is 

written in Verilog. Only modification to this code was an addition of cascaded registers to 

make external reset asynchronously asserted and synchronously deasserted. This is a 

recommended Altera design practice. [9] wrapper.vhd is instantiated into this entity. 

7.12. wrapper.vhd 

This sub-enitity serves as a wrapping unit, containing IP cores and Reset State Machine 

with required interconnection and signal initializations. 

 

Design units instantiated inside wrapper.vhd: 

 IPXCVRReconfigController.vhd 

 IP10GBASERPHY.vhd 

 resetsequence.vhd 

 

Unit also contains simple logic for driving status LEDs on development kit. These 

LED output signals are active low; inverters are implemented for active-high logic.  
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Signals marked SFPA_* are used to interface SFP+ connector simple configuration interface: 

 SFPA_TXFAULT   = input signal from SFP+ signalling internal SFP+ fault condition 

 SFPA_TXDISABLE  = output signal to SFP+, ‘1’ disables the SFP+ 

 SFPA_RATESELECT  = output vector signal to SFP+, “11” sets SFP+ for 10G operation 

[16]  

7.13. FPGA Device resource utilisation 

Top-level Entity Name topTerasicDE5Net 

Family Stratix V 

Device 5SGXEA7N2F45C2 

Timing Models Final 

Logic utilization (in ALMs) 715 / 234,720 ( < 1 % ) 

Total registers 789 

Total pins 22 / 1,064 ( 2 % ) 

Total virtual pins 0 

Total block memory bits 36,864 / 52,428,800 ( < 1 % ) 

Total RAM Blocks 4 / 2,560 ( < 1 % ) 

Total DSP Blocks 0 / 256 ( 0 % ) 

Total HSSI STD RX PCSs 0 / 48 ( 0 % ) 

Total HSSI 10G RX PCSs 1 / 48 ( 2 % ) 

Total HSSI GEN3 RX PCSs 0 / 48 ( 0 % ) 

Total HSSI PMA RX Deserializers 1 / 48 ( 2 % ) 

Total HSSI STD TX PCSs 0 / 48 ( 0 % ) 

Total HSSI 10G TX PCSs 1 / 48 ( 2 % ) 

Total HSSI GEN3 TX PCSs 0 / 48 ( 0 % ) 

Total HSSI PMA TX Serializers 1 / 48 ( 2 % ) 

Total HSSI PIPE GEN1_2s 0 / 48 ( 0 % ) 

Total HSSI GEN3s 0 / 48 ( 0 % ) 

Total PLLs 3 / 92 ( 3 % ) 

Total DLLs 0 / 4 ( 0 % ) 

Table 10 Device resource utilisation 

Utilisation of Embedded transceivers enables instantiation of 10GBASE-R PHY with overall 

device resource utilisation less than 1%. The resource savings are even more significant with 

instatiation of more than one Tranceiver by resource sharing. [18] 
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8.  DESIGN VERIFICATION 

This section will describe the PHY operation and its verification in RTL simulation 

environment. For better readability, source codes and signals are not included into the 

thesis. Code with commentary is available on the attached CD in folder “Source Codes”.  

 

The design verification was done using Mentor ModelSIM Intel FPGA Starter Edition 

10.5b, available online free of charge. The verification will omit the topTerasicDE5Net.v top 

entity and simulation of Terasic generated PLL controllers, wrapper.vhd will serve as a 

verification top entity. Testbench processes replace external reset and PLLs (Clock 

sources). Design folder <topTerasicDE5Net_sim> contains all necessary files to execute 

simulation.  

 

PHY design and verification is done by implementing loopback on SFP+ serial 

interface, utilising XGMII interface, except when demonstrating Remote Fault signalling. 

Terminology from previous chapters will be preserved and in maximum extent utilised to 

maintain text readability. For XGMII frame description, refer to chapter 4.2. 

8.1. PHY operation 

This series of steps will describe PHY behaviour with implemented Serial Loopback: 

1. After successful FPGA configuration, Altera recommends performing a Global reset to 

ensure proper device initialization. This done by implementing initialised cascaded Reset 

registers as mentioned in chapter 7.6. This guarantees that Reset is held high at least for 

one 50MHz Clock. In Testbench, this is simulated by holding the device in reset for eight 

Avalon-MM Clocks. RX State machine (see Figure 9 RX PCS State Diagram [5]) begins to 

generate Local Fault (4.2.3). 

2. After approx. 100ns after Reset deassertion PLLs acquire locks and XGMII Clock starts to 

operate. CDR PLL only operates for a few periods then goes low, waiting for incoming 

data to lock onto. 

3. After approx. 22 µs from reset, tx_ready and rx_ready PHY status signals are asserted, and 

Reset Sequence State Machine indicates that PHY is out of reset by asserting reset_done 

HIGH. rx_recovered_clk from CDR starts to operate and Testbench, to simulate 

Reconcilliation Sublayer’s (RS) behaviour, begins transmission of <idle>. 

4. Approx 1,8 µs after beginning of <idle> transmission, RX block_lock State machine 

reports Block lock(see chapter 4.3.5), rx_block_lock = ’1’. Subsequently rx_data_ready = 

‘1’, signalling to RS, that RX PCS is ready to transmit data to upper layers, RS have to be 

immediately ready to receive the data [19]. TB sends predefined frame followed by 

continuous <idle> transmission.  

Latency between transmission and reception of XGMII frame is approx. 192ns 
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8.2. Design verification workflow 

The verification was done by running custom Testbench in ModelSIM simulation software. 

 

Design verification followed these steps: 

 Getting familiar with ModelSIM workflow, running simple simulations and 

Testbenches. 

 Designing custom VHDL Testbench for 10GBASE-R PHY. 

 Getting familiar with simulating Altera IP cores. 

 Defining and designing Test-cases for 10GBASE-R PHY. 

 Writing VHDL Test Procedures. 

 Configuring the ModelSIM test environment for test automation with Tcl. 

8.3. Compiling Altera IP cores 

For successful simulation, Altera IP core files have to be compiled in certain order. For this, 

an example Tcl script is provided. This serves as a very good foundation for understanding 

of ModelSIM Tcl scripting. 

 

Altera IP cores written in SystemVerilog and Verilog, are compiled encrypted, to 

enable single-language simulation. [23] 

8.4. ModelSIM Configuration by Tcl scripting 

ModelSIM is designed for Simulation automation. All of its features can be called and 

configured from host OS or ModelSIM CLI using Tcl scripting. This is utilised and described 

in source codes. For information about Tcl script language, visit [24]. 

8.5. Design Test Cases 

The main goal of the Testbench design was to achieve modularity when executing different 

Test cases. These operations are tested in simulation: 

 Device reset and initialization 

 Transmission and reception of Pre-defined frames 

 Local and Remote fault signalisation 

 Reset Sequence State Machine 

8.5.1. Testing device reset and initialization 

This is integrated into top Testbench by monitoring reset_done and pll_locked signals.  

If these signals are asserted, TB initiates testing of TX and RX routes. 
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8.5.2. Sending XGMII frame variations 

These Test cases are designed to test the behaviour of State Machines integrated in PCS 

(see 4.3.3) by sending variations of valid and invalid XGMII frames by combining frame 

fragments from Table 11. For example <test_bad_sof> is sending frame with invalid Start of 

Frame fragment, other fragments are valid and in correct order. Frames are sent on rising 

edge of XGMII Clock. 

 

List of Test Cases: 

 <test_bad_sof>  

 <test_bad_term>  

 <test_good_frame>  

 <test_invalid_payload>  

 <test_without_payload>  

 <test_without_sof> 

 <test_without_term> 

 

These Test cases are simulated by executing MODELSIM_SIMULATOR_SCRIPT.do 

from root simulation folder. The script has to be modified to point to chosen Test case. 

Please refer to the script for further instructions. 

 

Name of XGMII 

transfer 

HEX Description 

<idle> 83C1E0F0783C1E0F07 All lanes contain Idle control 

character 

Valid <sof> 6A954AA552A954ABFB sfd, 6x preambule, start char 

Invalid <sof> FD954AA552A954AAD5 start char, 6x preambule, sfd 

Valid <eof> 83C1E0F0783C1E0FFD 7x idle + term char(FD, 0th lane) 

Invalid <eof> FEC1E0F0783C1E0F07 term char + 7x idle 

EBLOCK_X FF7FBFDFEFF7FBFDFE 8x TX/RX error character 

Local Fault signalling 

(2 <ordered_set>s) 

00800019C00800019C Generated by RX sublayers reporting 

RX link failure 

Valid payload 0000000000000000000  

Invalid payload 1111111111111111111 Transmitting invalid control 

characters 

Table 11 XGMII Frame Fragments 
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Pre-defined XGMII Transfer frames are packed into VHDL package using VHDL procedures. 

These are called from within top Testbench.  

 

These tests utilise information about XGMII and XGMII defined frames from section 

10G Media Independent Interface (XGMII). TB begins transmission of <idle>, to simulate 

the behaviour of RS, and waits for RX signals rx_block_lock and rx_data_ready to be 

asserted. After that, top Testbench calls frame send procedure packaged in 

test_variables_pkg.vhd, named after frame to be transmitted, followed by calling a 

procedure sending <idle>. 

8.5.3. Reset Sequence State Machine Verification 

This Test case is designed to demonstrate the Reset Sequence State Machine (chapter 7.6) 

behaviour. The test is contained in folder <test_reset_sequence>.  

 

This test case demonstrates a State Machine behaviour after device reset and 

simulates a PHY TX reset request by “force-freezing” the tx_ready signal low for 50ns 

during device normal operation (device is out of reset, rstSeq_reset_done = ‘1’).  

 

 
Figure 20 Initial reset 

Figure 21 shows simulated tx_ready deassertion and SM reaction, where it asserts 

PHY reset for two Avalon-MM clocks. After unfreezing the tx_ready, PHY performs reset 

operation and resets both TX and RX components. 

 

 
Figure 21 Reset request simulation 
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8.5.4. Remote fault and Local fault simulation 

This is a demonstration of PHY Link fault signalling. See chapter 4.2.3. The test is contained 

in folder <test_2phys_remote_fault_signalling_demo>. 

 

The Testbench instantiates 2 PHYs connected via Serial interface. One PHY acts as a 

transmitter, second as a receiver of the XGMII frame. During transmission, serial 

communication is severed in ModelSIM environment by “forcing-freezing” the signal low 

for 1 µs.  

 

Test follows these steps: 

1. Successful initialization is reported by both PHYs (reset_done and pll_locked = ‘1’), 

2. TX PHY sends valid XGMII frame followed by <idle> continuously. 

3. TX-RX Serial link is severed by “force-freezing” the tx_serial_data_0_(0) to ‘0’, for 1µs. (RX-

TX Serial link is operational) 

4. Serial Link is recovered after approx. 1µs after “unfreezing” the tx_serial_data_0_(0). 

 

 
Figure 22 Serial Link Fault simulation 

 

 
Figure 23 Serial Link recovery simulation 

 

Figure 23 shows that after link is severed, and processing of last received data on RX 

PHY is done, RX State Machine generates Local Fault <ordered_set>, reporting Local Fault 

to RS by Wrap_xgmii_rx_dc_0. RX interface of TX PHY - Wrap_xgmii_rx_dc_0 shows no 

Remote Fault signalling (RX-TX PHY link is not severed), because Remote Fault signalling is 

done by RS, which is not instantiated in this implementation. 
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8.6. How to run the simulation 

All simulation files are contained in <topTerasicDE5Net_sim>/<simulation>. The test cases 

are divided into individual folders. Please read MODELSIM_SIMULATOR_SCRIPT.do for 

further instructions. The design verification is written for Mentor ModelSIM Intel FPGA 

Starter Edition 10.5b, available online free of charge. 
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Conclusion 
The objective of this thesis was to implement 10GBASE-R communication interface on the 

development kit Terasic DE5-NET with Altera Stratix V FPGA. The key to implementation 

design lied in thorough research of relevant OSI/ISO standard model layers, derived 

10GBASE-R Ethernet implementation and available Altera technologies implementing this 

standard. While this was very time consuming, it was proven to be the most efficient way to 

complete the objective.  

 

Some instantiated components can be considered as “black-boxes”, but this 

approach was tried and proven very inefficient and, in the end, more time consuming. 

Fortunately, Altera provides high quality knowledge base, and after dedicating time for its 

research, even an inexperienced user can grasp the presented concepts. 

 

As stated in Altera documentation, utilisation of embedded transceivers saved a 

significant amount of FPGA resources. Implementation of full-duplex 10GbE link required 

less than 1% of overall resources. 

 

For complete FPGA deployment is RTL design not sufficient. Following effort for 

design implementation should include design constraining and further verification. Using 

multiple input clocks is also a bad practice. Next design revision should implement PLLs 

that will derive internal clocks from single external source. This thesis can serve for these 

objectives as an RTL design foundation with condensed version of 10GBASE-R knowledge 

base. 

 

Design encountered a number of compilation warnings –they are included in HTML 

format in the enclosed CD. The warnings are caused by absence of design constraints and 

from scalability of the IP cores, not having any influence on functionality of the RTL design. 
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Folder structure of the enclosed CD 
 <root> 

o <Altera Documentation>: (available free of charge to public under terms stated at 

https://www.altera.com/about/legal.html) 

o <Thesis> 

o <Synthesizer Warnings> Exported from Altera Quartus II 

o <Projects> 

o <topTerasicDE5Net>  

o <topTerasicDE5Net_sim> with Simulation files 
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List of Abbreviations 
(C)PLD  (Complex) Programmable Logic Device 
10GbE  10Gb/s Ethernet technology 
ALMs   Adaptive Logic Modules 
BER  Bit Error Rate 
CDR  Clock Data Recovery 
CLI  Command Line Interface 
CMU  Clock Management Unit 
DDR  Double Data Rate 
EDA  Electronic design automation 
FCS   Frame Check Sequence 
FPGA  Field Programmable Gate Array 
fPLL  Fractional PLL 
GUI  Graphical User Interface 
HSSI  High Speed Serial Interface 
I2C  Inter-Integrated Circuit  
IP  Intellectual Property (if not stated otherwise) 
LAN   Local Area Network 
LLC   Logical Link Control 
MAC  Media Access Control 
MDI  Medium Dependent Inteface 
MDIO  Management data input/output 
NIC  Network Interface Card 
PCS  Physical Coding Sublayer 
PHY  Physical Layer 
PLL  Phase Locked Loop 
PLS  Physical Layer Signalling 
PMA  Physical Media Attachment 
PMD  Physical Media Dependent 
RTL  Register Transfer Level 
RX  Receive 
SDR  Single Data Rate 
SFI   SFP+ High Speed Serial Electrical Interface 
SOF  Start of frame delimiter 
TB  Testbench 
TX  Transmit 
XAUI  10 Gigabit Attachment Unit Interface 
XCVR  Transceiver 
XGMII  10Gb/s Media Independent Interface  
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